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The title Present in the Past was inspired by Burnt Norton 
from the Four Quartets by T.S. Eliot
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Anne Howeson’s series of images in and around the St. Pancras 
and King’s Cross area of London are strange and haunting. They 
weave a spell that evokes the past in the present and, more 
subtly, hints as the possibility of the present somehow casting 
its shadow into the past. The images are crowded with spectral 
beings, people rush past buildings or loiter and look, but it is 
not always clear if these are ghosts from the past inhabiting 
our modern world or if we are a ghostly presence in the past. 
This raises the question – what is more real, more tangible, 
more significant in our daily lives – the past, the present or 
contemplation of future? 
The images are about transformation, change, memory and atmosphere.
The transformation operates on two levels. Howeson works 
largely with 18th and 19th century prints that she copies onto 
drawing paper and then transforms through rubbing away and by 
additions using gouache and crayon. So the image is changed 
and through its changes illuminates the nature of change 
itself - change in the city, change in the nature and value of 
buildings as they themselves change, as the context in which 
they exist change. Central to the perception of change - to 
the atmosphere conjured up by these strange juxtapositions of 
past and present, fact and fiction, nostalgia and in some cases 
almost futurist excitement about worlds to come - is the power 
of memory. 
 
In the ancient world memory was all-important. In Egypt if the  
memory of the dead was obliterated, by destroying their memorials 
and their written name, then the dead suffered a second and more 
profound death. To be dead in memory meant that you were denied 
a foothold in eternity. To be lost to memory was to be doomed 
to oblivion. Memory was – and remains – crucial.To understand 
the present, to have any hope of controlling the future, it is 
essential to remember the past. Memory gives an individual 
identity and the possibility of a rich and fruitful life. 
Howeson’s images are memories – idiosyncratic, intensely 
inventive and personal (as most memories are) – of a piece of 
London. They hint at its history, at its buildings and landscape 
– lost, transformed or surviving – and keep memories alive. 
These images are the visual equivalent of the passages written 
by the best writers on, or historians of, London. They take 
facts – and memories - and through them tell timeless stories, 
evoke atmospheres, and offer insights and perceptions that are 
more telling – more truthful perhaps – than the mere telling 
of unvarnished truth. Charles Dickens knew well how to do this, 
to make his subjective portrayal of reality more real, more 
direct and more telling than a simple rendering of the objective 
facts of reality. By the same token Howeson’s images of King’s 
Cross and St. Pancras possess reality, in far greater depth and 
richness, than could be captured in a photograph. And this is, 
in a word, because of their depth of ‘atmosphere’ and because 
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the alchemy that has taken place in the transformation of the 
inspirational 18th or 19th century print into a considered and 
conscious work of art. As Howeson explains, she ‘intensifies 
the atmosphere of the print to tell a story,’ but also in the 
process starts to ‘have a conversation’ with the earlier 
artist or printmaker, begins to get ‘a sense of the person’ 
who made the original work. This is a potentially fascinating 
dialogue that opens up intriguing possibilities. Is Howeson, 
in her visionary transformations, responding, intuitively, 
to some latent force lurking within the original image? When 
the artist made his bucolic image of the fields around Battle 
Bridge, as King’s Cross was known in the 18th century, was he 
thinking about, anticipating, the changes to come. Were his 
figures merely contemplating the view or, in fact, gazing into 
the future? 
These possibilities give Howeson’s works a remarkable 
narrative quality. Each is, in its way, a time-machine, 
representing a journey from past, present to future – and 
even across space. Each roots the present in the past, and 
evokes visually that sense we all sometimes get - at specific 
moments, in specific places - of the past being ever - present 
and alive. The works help confirm the idea that we are but 
part of a vast continuum and that the past is, indeed, as 
L.P. Hartley wrote, no more than simply ‘a foreign country.’ 
The atmosphere that these works conjure-up, the unexpected 
continuities at which they hint, gives them a profundity and 
makes their contemplation strangely rewarding.
More can be grasped, insights can gained and the essentially 
intangible made a little more tangible – more corporal - by 
looking at two of Howeson’s works in more detail. 
‘St Pancras Fields’ possesses the most extraordinary 
atmosphere, the result of juxtapositions, of colour, tone 
and composition. It seems to portray a blasted world in which 
all boundaries of time and place have been broken. Below 
a darkening, threatening and unhealthy post-apocalyptic 
sky – which casts its lurid hues upon the fields below – an 
unlikely, even unholy, gathering is taking place. Towers 
are on the march, forming a fantastic and ‘futuristic’ urban 
imagery, that hedge-in the fields and all upon them. And the 
towers themselves are odd – and feel like wicked invocations, 
ghosts or resurrections rather than mere erections. On one 
side, leading the advance of the towers, is the familiar 
cutting edge form of New York’s ‘Flat-iron’ building, with 
what appears to be the Shard coming up in reserve. One the 
other side is the haunting and most sombre image of New York’s 
blasted ‘Twin Towers’, rising next to the coy steeple of 
Old St. Pancras Church, here in its long-lost guise before 
19th century re-building. And in the foreground, spectres 
from the 18th century – sole-survivors from the original 
print – gather to contemplate, and promenade within, this 
frightful evocation. In a way this image reminds me of 
George Cruikshank’s London Going Out of Town, or the March 
of Bricks and Mortar, which in 1829 satirised and criticised 
speculative house-builders’ designs upon the fields and 
pastures of Parliament Hill and Hampstead Heath. But this is 
Cruikshank with a vengeance. Is it a vision, a dream – or a 
nightmare? Each viewer will, of course, decide.
‘Bringing up the Bodies’ captures and transforms a particular 
moment in the history of St. Pancras. In the mid 1860s, 
the eastern edge of the graveyard of Old Pancras Church 
was appropriated by the Midland Railway Company for the 
construction of the tracks leading to its terminus – St 
Pancras Station. Large numbers of bodies were removed 
and, in the view of many, graves were desecrated due to the 
unseemly and cost-cutting haste of the operation. Among 
those profoundly upset by the whole exercise was the novice 
architect nominally in charge of the operation – the young 
Thomas Hardy. The disgust he felt, following this harrowing 
experience, was no doubt a contributing factor in Hardy’s 
decision to give up architecture for writing. 
Howeson’s image is based on a print of the construction works 
showing coffins being lifted and stacked. But now there is 
the ghostly presence of the future, with what looks like the 
semi-transparent images of curtain-walled office towers 
descending and obscuring St. Pancras Old Church, which had been 
recently rebuilt when this print was made. Howeson admits to 
an ‘interest’ in the ‘subject of death’ - indeed don’t we all. 
This interest can be morbid – or it can lead to focussed, clear 
and uncanny insights. Certainly there is something about these 
shimmering, precise, and ominous portents from the future that 
suggests an awful prophesy.
With this work Howeson is, it would seem, displaying a degree 
of artistic prescience for it seems that, in the graveyard of 
Old St. Pancras church, history could well repeat itself and 
the shades of the mid 19th century ‘desecration’ be conjured-
up in no uncertain manner. 
 
Plans for Cross Rail Two apparently envisage works within 
the graveyard. Having seen, from the construction of Cross 
Rail One, how huge such works can be it is impossible not  to 
tremble for the future of the past residents of St. Pancras who 
continue to slumber within the consecrated – although clearly 
not inviolate – environs of the ancient churchyard.The set of 
images that Howeson has created possess a tremendous visual 
power and atmosphere and – it must be stressed – a brilliant 
excellence of execution. 
 
The retained fragments of the original prints, and the new 
elements, fuse in convincing manner – which, of course,  
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is essential to their artistic and narrative success.   
If the works looked too much like a collage then the story 
they tell would probably not be greater than the sum of their 
parts. But this is not the case. The seamless assemblages 
invariably take the retained and added detail to a new level. 
With these images - that are commentaries on the London that 
was, is and will be – Howeson joins that intriguing band of 
artists who have not only chronicled London life but  through 
their work added to our understanding and appreciation of the 
city. Sometimes these works are visionary, sometimes satiric 
but nearly always cautionary. As with Hogarth, Blake and 
Cruikshank, Howeson’s works have compelling stories to tell.
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